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SGA
SUV rams downstairs residence
debates
Car comes loose from tow
truck, damages building
bill
sv

DHEW Lerr
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GLBT resource
center sent to
administration
■v

KATIE KELLOGG
MNXM ivftflEK

The Student Senate passed
two new finance bills and a bill
of opinion Tuesday that will be
sent to the executive council
this Friday for final approval.
One of the passed bills
caused some disagreement
among senators as to whether
the bill violates the SGA constitution bylaws
The bill allotted $766 for
advertising and decorations for
the Latino Student Alliance's
Celebracion event, which will
raise money for Blue Ridge
Legal Services for items such
as a new automated telephone
system to help non-English
•peaking members of the

CASEY TEMPLETON'
ifnior photographer
Above: The vehicle It
retrieved after coming loose from the
tow truck and striking the brick facade.
Left: While the results
of the accident are
clearly evident as
bricks have moved
and cracked, there
was serious structural
damage to the Interior
load bearing wall.

community.
SeniOf
senator
Megan
McQuighan opposed the bill
because she said that while
she believes the money will
benefit a good cause, she thinks
that the bill violates the SGA's
constitution bylaws.
McQuighan's
opposition to the bill stems from the
p.irt of the SGA constitution
which stales, "\u lunds will
be approved for events that are
used to generate net profit to
any JMU club or organization,
are used for donations, or are
used lo tund loans."
McQuighan said because
the I $A is charging admission
U> the event, the\ should raise
the price of tickets rather than
receive the money granted by
the SGA.
"I don't want to set a precedent by passing contingency
laws that are in my opinion,
against bylaws," she said.
Sophomore senator Teddy
McNabb supported the bill and
(believes the cause the LSA is
trying to support is an important one.
"Due b) insufficient funds,
many young children in the
Harrlsonburg community cannot receiva or afford proper
legal representation,* he said.
I Ins hill intends to promote
and make available essential
funds for legal services for
the youth of the Harrisonburg

community."

the St.A also approved a
im.uue bill that would benefit
the Psychology IVer Advisers.
I lu' bill will grant approximately $606. The bill would
allot about S448 for group
office supplies and about $157
lor the Peer Advisers "Food
Fight" community program.
Additionally, a bill of
opinion proposing a Gay,
I esbian.
Bisexual
and
Iransgender resource center
was passed. A bill of opinion
requires that ID percent of the
Student body must support the
bill. Hi.' SGA passed the bill.
which will now be sent to )MU
administration.
I he bill includes a new
(.1 HI resource center and a
full-lime director to oversee the
.enter Currently, a graduate
assistant is responsible for

After a car rolled into
his Squire Hill apartment,
causing
approximately
510,000 in damages, a local student is camping in a
fort in his living room until repairs are completed.
Shortly after 9 p.m.
Monday, a Chevrolet
Blazer that belonged to
an upstairs neighbor became disconnected from a
tow truck, rolled down an
embankment the bedroom
wall of Bridgewater student Willy Stickley.
Harrisonburg
Fire
Chief Larry Shifflett said
he does not know precisely what happened, but
said it appears that the
SUV, which was having
transmission
problems,
was in being loaded on the
tow truck when the wench
pulling the vehicle up either snapped or unhooked
itself. This sent the vehicle
rolling down the hill in
front of the apartment.
Blue Ridge Community
College student and neighbor Matthew Hunnicurt was
working in Shckley's room
at the time of the incident.
He said he was startled and
looked over to see the wall
was bowed in and plaster
was all over the floor.
He said he immediately thought it had to be
a car that hit the building.
"I figured someone just

Hunmcutt

He left the room to find
roommate Nick Ciccone in
the living room. Ciccone
had heard the noise he
described as a "loud door
slam," but was watching
television and did not react right away.
When Ciccone went
outside to investigate,
he said from the outside
most the damage was cosmetic but inside the damage was structural — but
it could have been worse.
"If it had been hit a little
to the right, the car would
have been inside (the
apartment)," he said.
Stickley was informed
of the incident by phone,
"|They| said you might
want to get back to your
house, there's a car inside
of it," he said.
Shifflett said there
were no injuries and the
biggest concern was that
the vehicle caved in a
load-bearing wall, which
provides structural support to the building.
After evaluating the
situation, officials made the
decision to put up a temporary support beam to
keep the wall stable. Shifflett said fixing the problem
would take about two to
three days, but the bigRest
question is when someone
will be able to fix it.
in FORT, page 4

Birthright offers free trip
•Y (ENISSA KlLDALL
SEAMM MtfRB

Jewish JMU students between the ages of 18 and
27 are eligible to go on a free, all-inclusive trip to Israel
this May through Birthright, an international group
that exhibits Israel as a central part of |ewish historv,
culture and religion.
JMU HUM organizes the 10-day trip.
Ihmugh Birthright, JMU uses the trip provide!
Shorashim. meaning "root" in Hebrew,
to take students to Israel. According to
its Web site, this nonprofit organization devotes itself to "building bridges
between Israeli and North American
Jews."
"It's a great opportunity for them to
connect with their nentage," said senior
Daniel Teweles, who will be leading his
second trip this May. "Instead of sitting
in a classroom, they're standing at the
Western Wall in Jerusalem."
Junior Jacob Forstater, a former program participant
and one of three group leaders for the upcoming May
trip, added, "Birthright decided to provide the opportunity for Jewish students. There's no political agenda,
no religious agenda."
The program is in its third year at JMU The first trip
was held in December 2004, followed by a trip this past
December, and a third gmup of students will travel to
Israel this May.

The maximum size for the group is 40 students
and the group travels with 10 Israelis their own age,
Forstater said.
While each trip's itinerary is individually determined, students in Israel participate in sightseeing at
tourist attractions, outdoor activities such as hiking
and take a tour of the country, including stops at Tel
Aviv and Jerusalem.
"It's pretty much a taste of Israel," Teweles said.
Junior Amy Caouette, a December 2004 participant, said, "We floated in the Dead
Sea, we stayed in a Bedouin tent and
we rappelled into Machtesh Ramon,
the largest naturally made crater in
the world."
Trip participants must get to
New York to depart for the trip, but
most expenses, such as meals and
accommodation, are covered.
"It was a financially feasible
opportunity to travel with students
who have a love for JMU like I do," Forstater said.
Caouette added the program was unique for her
because she never really had Jewish friends in high
school. "1 identifv with being Jewish now," she said.
"Before, I believed in Judaism, but I didn't really
identify with the culture until I went to Israel
National signups are conducted online and are
currently being held. For more information about
Birthright or the upcoming trip, contact Jacob
Forstater atforsta/h.

phn,n. -wrwre/eVlN SHOAP
Above: Students tour Isreal as part of the
Birthright program. The 10-day trip Is organized
by JMUs chapter of Hlllel.

EMU alumnus still held hostage in Iraq
sv

TOM BemER
COSTRIFUTISC 1**07*

running the center

Junior senator Alex Waldie,
one ot me sponsors ot the bill,
stressed the importance of
making a (,l HI resource center
available to )MU students who
may otherwise feel isolated.
"It is our duty as the voice
ot the students and represent.!
Hves i»l our generation to end
segregation and open our arms
and minds to end needless suffering and persecution," he
said

IWo other bills also were
submitted to the SGA, one
of which would provide the
members of Qrcb K funds
to attend a convention, and
another to send members of
Intervarsitv to a leadership
development
retreat.
A
proposed bill dealing with
student elections was referred
back to the Communications
and Internal Affairs committee.

lost control."
said.

i \\\ nw is n, ate*
On January 30, Eastern Mennontte University held a vigil for alumnus Tom Fox,
who was taken hosage earlier In November. Fox Is still being held.

t

Former
Fastern
Mennonile
University student and Clear Brook
resident Tom Fox was abducted in
Baghdad, Iraq, on Nov. 26, 2005, and
has been held hostage since.
Fox, 54, was taken from his car
along with three other men: James
Loney, 41, of Toronto; Harmeet Singh
Sooden, 32, a Canadian; and Norman
kember, 74, of London. The al-Ja/eera
television network aired footage three
days later of the hostages as they stood
against a wall before their captors. Fox
and the others had traveled to Iraq
as part of a human rights project for
the Chicago-based group Christian
Peacemaker learns.
The insurgency group Swords
of Righteousness Brigade claimed
res|H)nsibility for the abductions and
demanded the release of alt Iraqi
prisoners from U.S.detainment facilities
in exchange for the hostages' lives. Trie
insurgents set a deadline of Dec. 10,
which came and went without word of
the status of the Westerners being held.

On Jan. 31, 2006, a vigil was held at
Eastern Mennonile University where a
crowd of about 70 gathered to pray for
the hostages.
Lisa Schirch, an associate professor
for the Center for Justice and
Peacebuilding at Eastern Mennonite
University, was a former teacher of Fox.
She described him as being
"an exceptionally gentle and quiet
person," adding, "I'm quite sure
those who have been holding him
have noticed that he is profoundly
loving to everyone he meets. And I'm
sure he is finding a way to see beyond
the anger, hatred and sadness in his
captors."
Schirch said Fox's mission in Iraq
was to document the human rights
violations in Iraqi prisons. "It is ironic
that his captors are now using his
life as leverage to press for a similar
ultimate goat: the just, legal treatment
of Iraqi civilians under the Iraqi legal
system, Schirch said. "Tom is surely
hoping that those of us back here in
the U.S. are calling our representatives
see FOX, page 4
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Vandalism

Property damage

A JMU employee reported paint on a stairwell frame
and wall at Potomac Hall Feb 2.

JMU students reported a rear window broken out of a
vehicle and the front windshield broken out of another
vehicle between Feb. 4 at 10 p.m. and Feb. 5 at 1:55
a m. while both vehicles were parked in E Lot.

Disorderly conduct
A non-student was charged with disorderly conduct at
Burruss Hall Feb 4 at 12 11 am

The Breeze is published Monday and
Thursday mornings and distributed
throughout James Madison University
and the local Harnsonburg community
Comments and complaints should be
addressed to Nathan Chiantella, editor.

Underage possession of alcohol

Underage possession of alcohol, violation of JMU's alcohol policy

Several JMU students and non-students were charged
with underage possession ol alcohol at Greek Row Feb
4 at 1:11 am

Several JMU students were charged with underage possession of alcohol and violating JMU's alcohol policy at
Gibbons Hall Feb 5 at 2 16 a m

A JMU student was charged with underage possession
ol alcohol at P Lot Feb. 4 at 2 19 am

Drunk in public, underage possession
of alcohol, dangerous practices

Editor: Nathan Chiantella
(540) 568-6749
breezeeditorQhotmaJI. com
chiantnaCjmu.edu

A JMU student and non-students were charged with being
drunk in public, underage possession of alcohol and danger
ous practices at Bndgeforth Stadium Feb. 5 at2:32 am

Advertising Department:
(540) 568-6127

Underage possession of alcohol, drunk
In public, violence to persons
A JMU student was charged with underage possession
of alcohol, being drunk in public, and violence fo persons
at White Hall Feb. 4 at 1 12 a.m.

Drunk in public, underage possession
of alcohol
A JMU student was charged with being drunk in public
and underage possession of alcohol at Bluestone and
CarrierdrrvesFeb 4 a 1 59am

Main Telephone:
(540) 568-6127

Drunk In public, underage possession of
alcohol, trespassing, indecent exposure

News Desk:

(540) 568-6699

A non-student was charged with being drunk in public,
underage possession of alcohol, trespassing and indecent exposure at Shorts Hall Feb 5 at 7:45 a.m.

6reezenewsOhofmail.com
Arts and Entertainment Desk:
(540) 568-3151
breezeartsOhotmail. com

Number ol parking tickets since Aug 29:15,485
Number of drunk in publics since Aug 29 64

Sports Desk:

DUKE DAYS

CLASSIFIEDS
fa How to place a classified Go to www
frmwewcyB and ck* on the claaaified In*
or come into the office weekdays between 6
a.m. and 5 p.m.
■ Cost $5 00 for the first 10 words. $3 lor
each additional 10 words: boxed classified
$10 par column inch
fa Deadlines noon Friday lor Monday issue,
noon Tuesday lor Thursday issue
I Classifieds must be paid «i advance in The
^office

THK BRKK/.K

(540) 568-6709
bree2esports9hotmail.com

Events Calendar

Community Service-Learning

Valentine-Grams from Sigma Tau Delta

Community Service-Learning is hiring Applications
for Service-Learning. Alternative Spring Break and IT
Coordinators as well as for the Federal Work Study
Assistant position are available atjmu.edu/csl. Applications are due by 5 p.m. on Feb 22 In Wilson Hall
Join a great staff with flexible hours for a valuable
experience Be the change you wish to see in the
world Apply today'

Only two more days left to say 'Happy Valentine's Day"
with a greeting card made by Sigma Tau Delta, the English
Honor Society. Come to Keezel Hal Lobby from Feb 9 and
Feb 10 from 9 am. to 5 p.m. as well as on the commons
Feb 9from11 am to4p.m to fill out an order Please have
your recipient's address ready Poems will be delivered fo a
JMU mailbox lor $1, $1 50 for off-campus deliveries or candy
grams Contact Lauren at waUadn with any questions.

Searching
For The
Perfect Place
To Live?

Opinion Desk:
(540) 568-3846
breezeopinionOhotmail. com
Photo/Graphics:
(540) 568-8041
breezephotoOhotmail. com
breezegraphicsQhotmail. com

Unique Nails

243 Neff Ave
(Behind Valla, Mad]

540.442.8883

Qtft Ctrtlfiotft* A. Group SptcitU mvtiUbU, uUlftr tUtUU.

40-, »

r

www.OffCampusHousing.com

«

Manicure & Pedicure

$28

Full Set

$20

w/ Whirlpool Tub

Fill Ins
$13

FREE French

*

The Largest Nails Selon in Town

We Offer The Largest Selection of Housing
Hunters Ridge Townhomes
Hunters Ridge Condos
Devon Lane Townhomes
Fox Hill Townhomes
Mountain View Heights
Madison Manor
Madison Square

COLDWELL
BANKER
COMMERCIAL

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS"

South
Main St.
540-434-4014

ROBERT E KEEFER

Madison Terrace
Madison Gardens
Duke Gardens
Gingerbread House
Country Club Court
College Station
Large Selection of Homes
Large Selection of Townhomes

434-5150
715 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA

The Law Office of Robert EKcefer, Esq. EL.C.
rkccfcr « keclcrcard.com

The Thomas Harrison House
Hi \V Bruce Streci
Harrisonburg, \.\ 2280I

FREE
CONSULTATION
S|
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StrircuMtbwry

.Klines
ICE CREAM

Downtown:
540-434-6980

Stnrcuvb&mry

www.RllnesDairyBar.com

Waffle Cones .55 Extra
58E.Wolfe St. £r 2425 S. Main St., Harrisonburg

Pamper your pets at
Valley Vets!
Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly

^\ 1 ^
^fff#

Small Animal • Medical Surgery
•■^^MsS
Boarding • Grooming
433-VETS

498 University Blvd.

Across from COSTCO

CAMPUS

K.K
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Nutrition info now
available in kiosks
Dining Services
makes info
more accessible
■>

KATIE KCLLOCC

ram

K»r students trying to fend off
the dreaded "freshman 15," JMU
Dining Services is offering a new
wa) to help students keep tuck
of different foods' nutritional

Nutrition information
for select items in D-hall
drilled cheese sandwich
330 caU 23 grams fat
(drilled chicken breast sandwich
310 cab 6 grams tat
Red brans and rice
750 caL ft grams t,u
Roasted garlic Creole pilar
1000 cal 9 gram* l.n
Sfopp> jor sandwich
400 cal j 2I grams fat
Itiillv cheese steak
690 calJ 29 grams fat
Mushroom aHYedo pasta
823 ca|y40.8 grams liit
Inlitnutum luund,»tampuulnh <owen-

value.
By installing kiosks in various dining halls around campus,
students can look up the nutnhon information for popular food
items they consume.
Angela Ritchie of Dining
Services said the kiosks (hat are
placed in the largest dining facilities will make it easier for students
to find nutrition information.
While Dining Services has
made the nutrition information available online for the
I'.ist several years, student
feedback helped prompt the
installation of the kiosks.
"From theonlinediningsurveys we conduct each semester,
we found we really could do a
better job of making (nutrition)
information more available,"
Ritchie said.
<
While every food item is not
listed, Ritchie added that they are
working on making that information available to students too.
JMU nutritionist Michele Cavoto said students can use the information posted by Dining Services to make informed choices
about what they eat
"1 think that this information can be used by students to
make healthy improvements in
their diets," she said.
Cavoto said when looking at
nutritional information, student-;

phtXo illustration h> Ml.1.0- V
kWEai fhmypflmt
Freshman Madelyn Teger stands at a nutrition kiosk In D-hall. Other locations are PC Dukes, Festival and Top Dog Cafe.
should consider the whole picture.
vtcM Web site, has 664 caloric- Cavoto said, and ultimately
formation. "Most ol im friends
including vitamins and minerals,
and 44 grams of fat per serv- •tudentf ire responsible for don't care what thev eat as kfflS
and not just focus on the calotte
ing) with a lower-calorie side what thev rat
as it t.isti-s J;«HHJ." aha said
Cavoto suggested when
dish or split a large portion of
However, there is some quesStudents can also look up
students do opt for a high-fat
food with a friend.
tion about the effectiveness of the the nutrition information for
meal choice, they offset someStudents have plenty of new kiosks Sophomore Sarah their favorite Dining Services
thing like Cranberry Farms'
healthy choices, such as fruits,
Vales said she does not think a lot
food items anytime on the
macaroni and cheese (which,
veggies and low-fat options of students wilt take advantage
I )ining Services Web site, fmu,
according to the Dining Set
available in the dining halls.
of the availability of nutrition in- eduldinm^

New bill passed concerning
safety on college campuses
B\ BFCKY MARIINF/

. O.VrKIBimNC WRITER

CASEY TfcMPLFTON/*«;.* phmvapher
IntenseCrty plays during the "Take Back the Night" benefit concert. Other performers Included
Normal Detour, Madison Danes, Exit 245 and Note-Oriety.

The JMU Department
of Public Safety has begun
to evaluate their campus
safety system in light of
new legislation, which
aims to improve security
on college campuses.
Accordingtoa press release
by Virginia21, a non-parhsan
organization that encourages
political activism in Virginia,
the Virginia house and senate
passed a bill approving a statewide plan to increase security
on college campuses.
f-undine. for the biff sin KlM
he determined on Feb lu. Viri;mia2i cUnctai >>! conununicaoonB David Sohmini laid.
The "Protect Virginia Students" Plan, sponsored bv
Del. Phil Hamilton, Sen. Ken
Stolle, and Sen. lanet How ell.
is a threefold proposal with
amis to strengthen campus
police, Increase accountability and empower college

Beer in the belly can get youths arrested
•Y 1>-W II* A. I AIIKI MHOI It
Tin tVAIMNCTONPOST
The alcohol that got lulia
/iikennan into tniuble with the
law wasn't in her hand or in the
Inml Beat of her iar. In fact, she
wasn't drinking or driving — just
walking — when a polio.1 officer
told her to "blow a kiss in my face"
and smetled her breath tor boo/e.
"I thought I was tine, because 1
didn't have anything on me," said
Zukerman, 19, waiting for her ease
to be called one recent morning
in the courthouse of this college

town. "Apparently not."
The alcohol they were interested in was already inside her body.
That's the way the law works
now in New Hampshire, where
minors can be arrested for what is
colloquially called "internal possession" of alcohol, to the point of
being intoxicated. In a break with
legal tradition, an underage perM m w ith drinks in his or her system often faces the same charge
aj one with a drink in hand.
Similar statutes are on
the books in a handful of other states. Hut the laws have

spawned criticism from some
legal scholars.
"When the law makes the offense simply a biological fact, of
simply having a certain chemical in one's body, that steps over
a line in the law that has been
traditionally accepted," said
Richard Bonnie, a law professor
at the University of Virginia who
has studied underage drinking.
"At first glance, new pnihibihons related to underage drinking might seem redundant. After
all. e\er\ state has some kind of
ban on possession of alcohol bv

those younger than 21, and most
have laws against alcohol consumption bv youths, And how
could a teenager get alcohol into
his stomach without having possessed or consumed it first?
But, in New Hampshire, police sav it's not that simple.
In the old days, lne\ sav.
teenagers would drop their
drinks and run when officers

arrived, Hurt would leave po
lue with few of the particulars
— who drank what, and when

so* LAW, page 4

CREATING A NATIONAL
MODEL OF ENGAGED
LEARNING IN LEGAL
EDUCATION

ELON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW
Opening in Greensboro - August 2006
Now accepting applications for the charter class.

web site: law.elon.edu
for complete information and online application
Toll free: (888) ELON-LAW ■ E-mail: law@elon.edu

l Emphases on total student
development, exceptional
legal knowledge and
skills, leadership and
civic involvement, and
international study

communities
According to the release, the "Pmtect Virginia
Students" plan will create I
Campus Law Fnforcement
Center I lie plan will place
accountability requirements
on colleges for campus safetv,
and will create a grant program lor local college communities to address crime.
1 he plan's goals include
strengthening campus police
with the creation of the Campus l,aw hnforcement c enter
in the Department of C riminal Iusticeservices.Thev will
sii vi.ui liirnii;. Mining and
certification standards thev
will also be responsiUe for
iharilH information through
i centralized data collection,
accounting for diversit\ i>l
needs on different campuses,
and pimhasin,- new equipment tor campus police.
JMU police i\ill review the
plan in comparison with their
current system of action, said
|\itn>l division commander It.

Robert I .mdes
The creation ol the "Protect Virginia Students" Plan
began after the Virginia
Crime Commission
lask
lorn- on Campus Safety
completed a two-year studv
of campus crime. The Stud)
analyzed thousands of incidents and campus law en
forcement in Virginia and
found there an no statewide
standards yet for hiring
training victim raeponae
A key grievance listed of
the task for*e i>t many campus police departments .ind
security departments have"
tO do mill H nil." r,,'u I
and procedure manuals)
However. acCDldUW 10
l.mdes, IMI police have doo
umented guidelines because
the department maintains
written polk] and manuals
"V\e -true (0 do our
best for the |Ml COflimu*
miv as ,i whole,' i andei
said. "We feel pretu good
about what we're doing

Up VI Dawn Finale
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TONIGHT!!
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Hometown Music
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i Learning experiences in the
area's leading law firms, federal
and state courts, businesses,
government agencies and
nonprofit organizations
I Home of the North
Carolina Business Court.
which handles business
litigation in the school's
courtroom and facilities
i Partner with the American
Judicature Society's
Institute of Forensic
Science and Public Policy, a
new national organization
located near the law school

;
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FORT: Home constructed in living room

DREW LhPP'wiw* phitio*rapher

Willy Stlckley has constructed a fort for sleeping, built out of
couch cushions, blankets and held up with PVC pipe.

FOX: Necessary to end illegal detentions

FORT, from page I

FOX, from page 1

Until then, Stickley said
the fire department told
him to stay out of his room.
So Stickley has decided to
sleep in a makeshift fort in
his living room constructed
from blankets, couch cushions and held up with PVC
pipe. He currently has a big
screen television in the fort
and said he has future plans
to upgrade the fort to include
a mini-fridge.
People's reactions to hearing that he is living in a fort
vary; "Some think I'm stupid,
and some bring more cushions for the fort," he said.
I here are concerns from
the two other residents.
Stickley said he is unhappy
because he has no idea when
the repairs will be made.
"I'm prettv sure [the room
is| still structurally sound, but
who knows," Ciccone said. "Its
not an easy thing to see this
happen and have someone tell
you it will be all right."

and senators to demand an
end to the illegal detentions
and systematic torture in
various Iraqi prisons.
Fox set out for Iraa in
September 2004. Before that,
according to a Nov. 30 article
by Doug Struck and Timothy
Dwyer in The Washington
Post, he played bass clarinet
in the United States Marine
Band for 20 years, and
worked as an assistant manager at Whole Foods Market
in Springfield.
In Iraa, Fox would leave
his Baghdad apartment
located outside the Green
Zone twice a year to return
home, where he would speak
to groups at the Langley
Hill Friends Meeting in
McLean and at the Northern
Virginia Mennonite Church
in Fairfax City.
Scott
Albrecht,
a
spokesperson for Christian
Peacemaker Teams, supplied
a reflection written by Tom

Fox while in Iraq, just a
few days before he was

Why are we here?
We are here to root
out all aspects of
dehumanization that
exist within us. We
are here to stand
with those being
dehumanized by
oppressors and stand
firm against that
dehumaization.
— Tom Fox
Former fcMl student
taken hostage. Fox wrote,
"It seems as if the first step

LAW: Container does not
need to be in possession
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down the road to violence is
taken when I dehumanize a
person. That violence might
stay within my thoughts or
find its way into the outer
world and become expressed
verbally.
psychologically,
structurally or physically. As
lOOfl .is l rob a fellow human
being of his or her humanity
by sticking a dehumanizing
label on them, I begin the
process that can have, as an
end result, torture, injury
and death.
'Why are we here?'
We are here to root out all
lifMCtfl of dehumanization
(h.it exist within us.
We
are
here
to
stand with those being
dehumanized by oppressors
and stand firm against
that dehumanization. We
are here to stop people,
including ourselves, from
dehumanizing any of God's
children, no matter how
much they dehumanize
their own souls."
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— necessary to build a legal case.
"You couldn't charge them
with anything," said Eddie
Edwards, the state's chief of liquor law enforcement. "There's
no deterrent."
Then, in 2002, the state legislature expanded the statute
to apply to those "intoxicated
by consumption of an alcoholic beverage." The offense
is on the same level as a traffic violation, but carries a $300
fine and the possible loss of a
driver's license.
The police needed only to
determine that the minor was
intoxicated, with the alcohol inside them.
"It's just like looking for
someone who's a drunk driver,*'
said Sgt. Kevin Kincaid of the
Manchester police.
Now, according to the judge
who oversees New Hampshire's
district courts, about hall ol the
state's 6,000 cases of underagepossession in a typical year involve intoxication, not possession in the traditional sense.
"I really had no idea you
could get arrested for that" said
Chris Cormio, 20, a Massachusetts native attending Plvmouth
State University in New Hampshire. So far, such laws remain
relatively uncommon.
But that's starting to change:
In Virginia, a 2003 bill allowed
minors to be prosecuted for
showing
"physical
indicia

of consumption of alcohol,"
whether or not a container ol
booze is present. Alcohol law*
with similar intent have been
enacted in Vermont Arizona,
Utah and Missoun, where legislator*, approved a new "possessum by consumption" statutt
'•lmer
Snitli Dakota has applied
the same logic to drug use, targeting controlled substances
th.it are already "absorbed intc
the human body."
In New Hampshire, if a new
bill passes, police would no longer nave to determine whether a
young; person has drunk enough
to be intoxicated — any alcohol
consumption would be enough
tor a charge.
Defense attorneys and some
legal experts question how anyone could be convicted of "posMssing" something that an officer cannot see.
I h.'v say laws such as New
Hampshire's, which target intoxication, are problematic beCMEM an act must be voluntary
to be illegal.
Drinkers certainly choose k
hoM -i ben to their lips. But the
lawyers ask if the same is true ot
being drunk, meaning thanmlesses that occur once the alcohol is in the bloodstn'am.
"Intoxication is an involuntary act," said Gabriel Nizebc.
a Plymouth defense attorney
"Your body's going to absorb it,
v\ lu'ther vou want to or not."
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35 Peace symbol 1 Austen novel
37 Trash
2 Plumbing
receptacle
problem
39 Inseparable
3 Con
41 Skewer
4 Mace producer
42 Put in a box
5 Sent overseas
45 Be that as it
6 Story of a
may
lifetime?
49 Truck driver
7 Check
51 One of the
8 Give
Three Bears
9 Lawsuit
52 Peace-keeping
participant
org.
10 Sandwich
53 Garfield or
cookie
Heathcliff
11 Swiss city
54 "American -"
17 High, arcing
55 Mimic
toss
56 Altitudes
19 Rope-making
(abbr.)
fiber
57 Existence (Lat.) 22 Link
24 Pop
25 Carnival center
26 Supporter
27 Protective
barriers
29 Witness

30 That lady
33 "Wheel of
Fortune" action
36 Inflame with love
38 Stand in the way
of
40 Curvy character
42 Sicilian spouter
43 Tide type
44 Leave a lasting
impression
46 Bankrolls
47 Andy's pal
48 Harvard's rival
50 Nosh

For today's
answers,
check out
www.thebreeze.org

OPINION

Brian Goodman. Editor
hrer:eopimon@hotmail x-om
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LOVER OF WOMEN, CONQUERER OF NATIONS

Memorial service no place for political banter Diamonds are forever
clubbing as the size of the wooden
frame plus the weight of the slate
slab are quite difficult to move.
As Valentine's Day nears and Note well that had Marilyn [ovell
young hearts turn to fancy, some not lost her wedding ring in the
of you may be contemplating a shower, husband Jim lovell would
future engagement to your sweet most definitely have landed on the
baboon and dreaming of the day moon instead of barely surviving
when you give/receive a diamond the ordeal of Apollo 13. Ladies,
ring to/from the person of your let that be a lesson to you: If your
dreams. Those young hearts may husband is going into space, do not
turn from fancy to horror, however, shower while he is beyond our atif they discovered that money from mosphere. It's just common sense.
Most importantly, a pool
the diamond trade funds genocide,
oppression and civil war around table provides a lifeboat should
the world, exemplified by the the sailboat of the engagement
atrocities in Sierra Leone (thanks encounter the tempest of l'mto Kanye West many of you now just-not-ready-for-this-I-needknow that Sierra Leone is a coun- some-time-to-clear-my-head-rmtry). In Sierra Leone's civil war, moving-to-Laos-don't-call. Unlike
so-called conflict diamonds helped an engagement ring, the groom
fund the Revolutionary United will most certainly not return to the
Front an organization that reigned pool table store and say, "I have to
tenor throughout the region, in- return it. She says she doesn't love
cluding violently amputating the me anymore," should the bnde
hands and anus of men, women back out of the nuptials. On the
contrary, if your fiance runs from
and children as a show of force.
Beyond the obvious moral con- the church-hall like ifs a plaguesequences of purchasing diamond infected medieval village, you still
engagement rings, the diamond have a pool table! Huzzah!
As Captain Jack Ross would
ring itself sends the wrong message when given as an engage- say, "These are the facts of the case,
ment present. The engagement gift and they are undisputed." Diashould be an investment on both a monds are so entrenched as a sign
couple's marnage and their future of love and fidelity in our culture,
lives together, not just a present however, that the startling inforfor the bnde-to-be to show off to mation presented here may not
her friends and thereby push up cause some of you to think twice
their minimum ring expectations. about purchasing diamonds. For
An engagement present should be example, I was having a conversasomething both parties can use and tion with a female friend (although
enjoy for years to come, something the noun "conversation" is used
to share with family and friends loosely, as she was performing
alike. Something like a pool table.
an improvised and uninterruptThe benefits of giving your ible dramatic monologue while I
future wife a pool table over a dia- served as the nodding yet unwillmond engagement nng are so nu- ing audience member), and she inmerous that if 1 assigned one ben- formed me that she would demand
efit to each citizen of the People's a diamond ring from her male
Republic of China. I would nave suitor, with a successful engageenough left over to cover the pop- ment dependent upon the correct
ulations of Luxembourg, French size and cut of the diamond. She
Guinea and Cambodia combined. stopped to breathe, and seeing an
For the purposes of educating you, opportunity to enter the conversahowever, I must stick to the most tion, 1 described the mines of the
important First while the blood- diamond industry and told a harshed financed by diamonds con- rowing tale of thugs hacking off the
tinues almost unfettered in some arms of small children. My friend,
Cut the world, pool tables
ever the bleeding heart humania resoundingly positive hu- tarian, retorted, "I don't care, they
man nghts record. In fact I cannot still have another arm. I just want
discover a single instance where a my diamond." This Valentine's
child had its arm chopped off by Day, take her breath away with a
pool table merchants.
gift that doesn't take a hand away:
On a more practical level a Choose the pool table.
pool table cannot be lost or misBobby McMahon is a senior poplaced when the wearer takes it litical science major, and calls "Lord of
off to shower, wash dishes or go War" the feel-good movie ofthe year.
■Y

Busii MCMAHON
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Apparently the politicians in attendance
of Coretta Scott King's memorial service were
Greek while in college, tor thev have found a
way lo make a party out of anything.
Tuesday's memorial service — which
was "billed as a 'celebration' of her life," according to blogger Matt Drudge — quickly
descended into a barrage of political attacks from the stage at President Bush, who
was in attendance.
The Rev. Joseph lowery, the firebrand cofounder of the Southern Chrisban Leadership
Conference, led the charge against the president
in his short speech intended to commemorate
the life of Martin Luther King Jr.'s late wife.
"jScott King] extended Martin's message against poverty, racism and war. She
deplored the terror inflicted by our smart
bombs on missions way afar. We know
now that there were no weapons of mass
destruction over there." Lowery said. "But
Coretta knew, and we know, that then* are
weapons of misdirection nght down here,"

he stated while nodding towards the row of
presidents in attendance, "for war, billions
more, but no more for the poor!"
Never one to be outdone — unless the issue
is domestic or international policy — President
Jimmy "Buckwheat" Carter continued the eulogy-cum-offensive. jabbing at the wiretap controversy and eloquently restating Kanye Wesf s
infamous "Bush nates black people" Hurricane
Katnna argument from the pulpit
Solomon contended that there is nothing new under the sun, and politicians have
taken it upon themselves to prove him right
posthumously time and again; this is not the
first time this group of Democratic dimwits
have turned a funeral into a rally. The nation was stunned in 2002 when the memorial service for the newly deceased Sen. Paul
Wellstone turned political in similar fashion
to King's. The party started early when Vice
President Cheney was asked not to attend
and pay his respects by the organizers, who
instead reserved room for Al Gore, Ted Ken-

nedy and Bill and Hillary Clinton. Pictures
showed streamers flying and people cheering, making it the most happening "after-funeral party" Minnesota had ever seen.
Historically, funerals were once events
focused primarily on the deceased, a forum
to both celebrate a life and mourn the passing of a life of a person, unless you happen
to be eulogized by a Liberal politician; tnen
you will be a vehicle for a vociferous political attack. Memorial services are, strangely
enough, expected to memorialize an individual, typically one who is no longer
with us. Focusing on the living, let alone
attacking the living, is a debasement of the
very memorial the service is intended to
be. Only literally urinating on Scott King's
grave would be more disrespectful than
figuratively doing so from the stage. In the
words of Derek Zoolander, someone needs
to inform this past president and political
preacher that they were "too stupid to know
what a eugoogoly was."

THROUGH MIRK^ WATERS

Free speech draws fire from Muhammad cartoon
•V AlEX Slt.M «
SENIOR WR/TfH

Since .satincat cartoons dubbed offensive to Islam were reprinted last week in Western new wpmn, some of the Islamic world has
erupted in emohonal but groundless protest.
The cartoons depict the Muslim prophet Muhammad in separate
illustrations — some benign, some more provocative. The most objectionable show the prophet with a bomb in his turban, or holding
back suicide bombers because of a shortage of virgins in heaven.
These cartoons are objectionable on two counts: first that Muhammad is represented at all - Islam forbids the depiction of Muhammad
or Allah — and secondly that this representation is unfavorable.
The response in conservative Muslim areas has been vehement
and occasionally violent — nots and protests from Indonesia to
West Africa have claimed lives and forced embassies to close.
While the cartixxns surely are offensive, this response of some Muv
lims raises the question of whether or not these conservabve forces are
ready to acknowledge the global realities of diplomacy and dialogue.
The reality is that some people feel both threatened and prejudiced toward Islam. Should they be allowed to sow hate? Possibly not (although there are hate-filled publications protected
by free speech in the United States). However, these cartoons
do not send any particularly hate-filled message — they reflect
the truth that a significant amount of violence and murder has
occurred as a result of one interpretation of Islam.
The other side of problem is purely religious — Allah and his
prophet should not be pictured or represented lest they be made into
idols. This is well and good for Islam, but the non-Muslim world
need not be bound by Muslim law. It's absolutely absurd to expect
one culture's beliefs and customs to extend around the globe — the
United States' mission to Iraq is analogous in regard to spreading
democracy, and it is widely protested in the Muslim world. Even
the press freedom that allowed these cartiHins to be published need
not be universal — it applies where they were published, however.
The protesters would presumably like to see respect given to
their religious tenets and ideals, but they undercut their own arguments by expressing blatant intolerance of this Western ideal of free
press. If one group is to demand ideological acceptance, it must be
willing to grant the same, especially in regard to a local law.

BREEZE PFKM'M

Unfortunately, at this point there is no way to reason with offended worshipers across three continents, although there is inherent hypocrisy in their nghteous indignation. Some newspapers
in the Middle East routinely use Jewish and Chrisban imagery in
unfavorable messages, according to the BBC, just as a few Western
newspapers elected to use Islamic imagery in a similar way.
As part of their protests, Iranian newspapers have initiated a
contest for political cartoons that depict the Holocaust as exaggerated. While there are some free speech issues at work here and the
Iranian newspapers are certainly free to publish as they wish, this,
coupled with the Iranian boycott of Danish (and, by extension, European Union) goods, is a poor political response by the country
now most identified with conservative Islam.
There is a mature and responsible response possible — rather than
reacting like teenagers with raging hormones, the Islamic world should
send its scholars and intellectuals on the attack Newspapers the world
over welcome editonal dialogue and casual observers tend to react to the
written word better than the word punctuated with a uSrown rock. No
doubt letters and columns have already been written and the problem
addressed in the intellectual sphere, but, unfortunately, this has been undercut by the irresponsibility of Islam's less reasonable associates
Unfortunately, behaving reasonably isn't part of the mob mentality.
Now, the challenge is for world leaders and journalists to react to this mob that is holding an entire culture responsible for
satire published in a handful of newspapers.
While normally compromise is the best response to global protests, in this case it would represent such a sacrifice in principles and
a concession to what amounts to an immature religious response.
While it cannot be emphasized enough that all (or even most) Muslims do not believe in suicide bombings or riots, the ones that do
have cast Islam as a religion not yet ready to participate on the global stage. The only thing world leaders can do is express regret that
some people found the cartoons offensive and point out that they
don't represent the government or, necessarily, the people's views
— although after these protests they're more likely to.
And that's the real tragedy of the situation — while many in the
Western and Middle Eastern worlds have tried to distance mainstream Islam from radical Islam, these protests will make that distance seem much closer.
Alex Sirney is a junior SMAD and anthropology major.
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Super Bowl commercials make viewers winners
■Y AOAM AUMK.IK
CONTRIBUtlHG IVK/I7K

We all served our American dulv this
past Sunday by tuning into Super Bowl XL.
We watched Steel Town dominate the largest ■porting .vent in the world, becoming
the first sixth seed to bring home the trophy
in NFL history. But the truth is that most
people didn't tune in to see any of that. The
real draw of the Super Bowl isn't the halftime show, or any of the grossly over paid
athletes. People all across the nation tune in
to see one thing on Super Bowl Sunday; the
multi-milhon-dollar commer. 1.1K
With 30 seconds of our time costing
advertisers $2.6 million, you better believe
they brought out the big guns. No sooner
than the first punt were we given the gift of
Jessica Simpson in the Pi/za Hut commercial, a-- she told exactly what her boots were
made for. Thirty seconds of Ms. Simpson is
worth more than $2.6 million in my mind,
so the way I see it. we got a pretty good deal,
despite Queen Latifah flapping her gums in
the background.
According to USA Today's panel, America's favorite commercial left parched Bud
Light enthusiasts all across America search-

ing for their very own "magic fridge." Arguably their best commercial. Bud Light also
reminded us of an important wilderness
survival technique; bears love Bud Light.
They also reminded us of another wilderness survival technique: your buddies love
it more. While giving us hope for our own
"magic fridge" and educating us on the
drinking habits of brown bears. Bud Light
also showed us that real men love working
on rooftops Satellite dishes, gutters — we
can do it all as long as we have a toolbox full
of frosty Bud Lights.
The Internet domain name retailer GoI Wrfy com took 12 tries to get their commercial approved by Disney-owned ABC. but
the 12th try was a charm with the censors.
They let us in on exactly how they got their
commercial past the censors; they sent in
their busty GoDaddy girl. She "wowed" the
censor nght out of oxygen, by literally busting out of her shirt.
Sprint introduced a new phone with
a crime-deterrent feature, as the two men
showed us this new feature in their locker
room. Why stop at four you asked? Gillette
has the answer to that question with their
new five-bladed Fusion razor. In music
news, apparently Diddy has a new protege

that could rival the mediocrity of "Da Band"
and whatever the hell he decided to name
that hip-hop girl group that took him two
seasons to put together, Look for Brown
and Bubbly's new album coming out soon.
Also, working with Jackie Chan in the new
blockbuster "Kung Fu Can," he proves to be
a multi-faceted star.
The real winner this Sunday was not the
Pittsburgh Steelers, although they did get
"one for the thumb." Hines Ward may have
gotten a shiny new Escalade with a brand
new grille that would make Paul Wall shut
his trap. Neither of them were winners. Bud
Light, who may have had a monopoly on
the alcohol advertisements, walked away
with nothing more than a depleted advertising budget. The real winner this Sunday
night was us, the viewers. We were blessed
with Jessica Simpson, survival tips, homeimprovement ideas, and a bust line no tank
top could tame. Complete strangers threw
down $2.6 million per ad to make us smile,
and it was a wonderful night. Perhaps the
only downside of Super Bowl Sunday was
the sight of Fabio in a Gondola reminding
us how fast life can come at us. But hey, we
did get Jessica Simpson.
Adam Armiger is a junior finance major.
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An "I-am-not-your-eyecandy" dart to the two JMU
employees who every morning lurk and leer at the females
who come into the building.
From a student who feels tliat
8 a.m. classes are hard enough to
attend without some scary old
guys lusting after them

An "l-thought-you-wereSung-to-the-gym" dart to all
e people who sit around in
their cars waiting for a spot in
the small UREC parking lot.
From an exercise science senior who doesn't think it would
kill you to park at the Convo and
walk a few extra steps.

A
"wilderness-yuppiedoes-not-work-for-you" dart to
all the students spurting North
Face and Columbia while complaining about the "arduous"
hike to ISAT for class.
From a senior who uvuld be
glad to use your wilderness gear for
its intended purpose.

A "the-runway-is-clearand-ready-for-takeoff" dart
to the cheerleaders who recently stopped performing
the airplane cheer at basketball games.
From three seniors MHO have
loved the cheer over the years and
wish you would bring it back.

A "congratulations-you-areofficially-a-sorority-girl-now"
pat to, like, my fabulous little
who finally scored with that
hunky hottie you've had your
eye on since last semester.
From your big who reminds
you, it's not the walk of shame,
it's the stride of pride.

A
"thanks-for-puttingtHngs-in-perspective'' pat to my
neighbors who decided to throw
rocks at their roommate's window just because they could.
From your neighbor tvho
studied regression in psychology
class, and got a laugh seeing it
played out on the imy home.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Breeze a waste of time
As a student oi this university, I
kx>k to your publication (or information on and analysis of campus issues.
What I have gotten instead in my four
years here is vapid story selection, poor
writing and childish rhetoric. What has
pushed me over the edge is your socalled editonal page, which would be
more aptly described as a bunch of incoherent whining and ponbricabon on
matters that are trivial at best
Monday's edibon was particularly useless, as your editorial staff decided that a column on car horns and
another sensabonalisbc story dealing
with Hitler, George W. Bush and Donald Rumsfeld deserved almost an enbre page of your paper The column,
which is meant to represent the opinions of the staff at large, is wntten in
such a wav that it actually says nothing. All I have been able to ascertain
from the column so far is that you at
The Breeze despise Hitler; don't like
Bush but like him a little more than
Hitler, and don't really know anything
about Chavez. Saying that Chavez
"does not agree with Amencan policy
and likes to run his mouth," while
ignoring widespread allegabons of
human rights violations and polibcal
repression betrays a staggering lack of
research. Next bme just type the guy's
name into Wikipedia before you write
an enbre column on him.
I really do appreciate mat you all
take so much of your bme to produce
mis paper, but I would think mat you
would want to put forth a better product than this.
Brian Coy
senior political science major
Embracing No.Va, stereotypes
It was somewhat puzzling that the
authors of the letters to the editor from
Feb. 6 addressing "The No.Va. Way
of Life" took extra care to differentiate themselves from the "typical 'No.
Va.' kid." After all, they have moms
from West Virginia. They enjoy being
in the woods and hunting. They shop
at Wal-Mart. While they have the good
intentions of dispelling the Northern
Virginian stereotype, they are just exacerbating it by drawing further distinc-
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bons. It is about bme that someone defends the 'typical' Northern Virginian.
You may choose to categorize me
as one of those silver-spoon-in-themouth kids whose home is in Fairfax
County, who enjoys sailing the family's bO-toot sail boat, and who owns
real Burberry scarves (purchased from
Tyson's U, the mall of Northern Virginia). Yes, my parents help out with
my college expenses. But I still pull allnighters during midterms and finals, I
still go to grilled cheese Thursdays at
I )-h.ill, and I still occasionally nde the
drunk bus. I live, eat and breathe IM L
just like these wnters, and my parents'
income bracket, or my life at home, is
irrelevant to the collective experience
that we all are sharing.
So, all of you No.Va. haters, please
stop fueling the negative stereotypes
by clinging onto petty differences,
and let go of the snobby dose-minded
attitude that you impose on us "typical No.Va. kids." If you ask us where
we're from, and trv not to sneer at our
response, we might just invite you to
one of the parties at our yacht clubs.
Carolyn Stewart
junior art history major
Editorial policies
Response* to all articles and

Recovering addicts have no need to 'Frey'

■v CAHRETT Hooe

CONTRIBUVNG WUTU

By now, you have no doubt heard of
James Frey's best-selling book "A Million
Little Pieces" and the controversy it has
created. Frey's memoir takes the reader on
a journey through the lows of drug addiction and jail terms to the powerful high of
recovery from his demons — that is, until thesmokmggun.com broke the story that
Frey had written falsely about several aspects of his memoir in an attempt to dramatize events that were much more tame
in reality. Understandably, a media and
public uproar resulted, as many people,
past addicts included, felt hurt and used
by Frey's embellishments. While fictionalizing parts of a story that is said to be
true is wrong, many people are missing
the central point. True, Frey's integrity is
more questionable than a used<ar salesman's, but the impact the book has on individuals' lives should not be discounted.
Two incidents tiuit are disputed are
Frey's run-in with Ohio law enforcement
and his role in the death of two female
friends in high school. Frey's account of an
arrest in Ohio in 1992 portrays him as high
on crack, running down a police officer in
his car. After Frey got out of his car, the officer and his partner proceeded to show him

opinions published in The Breeze

the long arm of the law, beating him into
submission with clubs. In reality. Frev had
been drunk and driven his car onto a curb.
Two police officers standing nearby noticed
and arrested a polite and cooperabve Frey.
The second issue involves Frey's part
in a railroad accident that killed two high
school classmates. According to Frey. ne
and one of the females (who he refers to
as Michelle, even though her real name
was Melissa) attended a movie early in
the evening. Afterwards, Frey says, a
male friend of Michelle's picked her up
and they went off to drink with a third
friend. Ultimately, a train hit their car as
they attempted to cross an intersection
before the train arrived. In the book, Frey
says that Michelle's parents blamed the
inadent on him, when in reality Frey
never even went to the movies with Michelle that night, nor had Michelle's parents ever known Frey all that well.
Frey probably would have gotten
away with his fabneabons if it weren't
for the daytime doppelganger of God that
is Oprah Winfrey. Oprah was passionate
about the impact Frey's book had on her
and the rest of the Harpo Productions (evidently the only people on earth who can
tell Oprah what to do) family. I'm unclear
whether she could relate to tile novel's
central theme of addictions and recovery.

but if you saw her many years ago, you
know she's given up something.
In any event after fhesmokmggun.com
called Frey's bluff, Oprah called into the
"Larry King Live" snow — where Frey
was addressing the questionable areas of
the book — and voiced her support for
Frey. But Oprah later rescinded on her
support, flip-flopping in a manner that
would make John Kerry jealous. It should
be noted that unlike Mark McGwire and
Sammy "l-don't-speak-English-anymore"
Sosa before Congress, she admitted that
she was wrong with her initial action.
Frey's outing has created much debate in the realm of authorship. Should
his book now be labeled fiction? Does
he really remember the events in question to be as he wrote about them? Are
standards for writing non-fiction novels
being destroyed? The question should
be, does it matter? If 1 am impacted by
something and later discover that the
source was a hoax, is my change any less
genuine? Only 1 would be able to tell
you the answer. Frey deserves to pay the
Erice for falsifying portions of his novel,
ut those people who have been affected
by it should not allow themselves to discount their feelings.
Garret! Hooe is a senior political science major.

are welcome and encouraged.
Letters should be no longer than
250 words, must include a phone
number for verification and can be
e-mailed to breezeopimon@hotmail.
com or mailed to MSC 6805 Gl,
Anthony-Seeger Hall, Harrisonburg,

VA 22807. The Breeze reserves
the right to edit all submissions for
length or grammatical style.
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Caribbean Tan

TANNING SPECIALS

Now Accepting Appointments
Caribbean Tan

Caribbean Tan

Monday - Friday 8:30-5:00

Local (540) 434-3831
Toll Free (800) 545-3348

I
PURPOSE
Over 25 million people
asked "Why on earth am
I here?". . . and cared
enough to look for the
answer. You, too, can
discover your purpose.
West Side Baptist Church
February 12th-March 26th
Sundays @ 8:30 and 11:00 AM at
Eastern Mennonite High School
College Bible Study-9:45 AM
Visit www.westside-baptist.org or call 434-9634
for more information
Jay McGuirk, Minister to Students
Jay&westside-baptist. org

$35

basic beds only

ALL BEDS!

Oiler good ai both
Harrisonburg locations.

Otfer good al both
Harrisonburg locations.
Expires 2/28/2006

Expires 2/28/2006

DAYSOF

Spring Break Special

6 Tans
$20
I

Store Hours
Monday-Friday 9am-10pm
Saturday 10am-8pm
Sunday 12pm-8pm
Food Lion Shopping Center
433-9989

Harrisonburg Crossing Shopping Center
438 9989

O pen on

m/k

V alentine's D au!
Dinner for two

(540)-432-NILE
WWW.bUJeNiet||iopiaNCU«S'Ne.CO|W|
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SPORTS
Football
inks 24 on
signing day

Matthew Sloss, Kditor
Meagan Mihalko. Assistant Editor
breezrsporls@holmail.com
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Football
Recruits
Drew Adams- DB
Brett Ainsley- OL
Donnell Brown- FB
Jerald Brown- DE

the midst of a 12-game kising streak
and had lost 13 out of their last 14
with their last win corning Dec. 29
It could be...
over Yale University. All the losses
had been by IS points or more.
It might be...
" It was the best we' ve defended
It is!
in a really long time," Dukes coach
One day after setting the record
Dean Keener said. "It may be the
for the kmgest kising streak in JMU
men's basketball history with an 87- best second half we've played all
W loss at ad
season. Credit the seniors. They
Dominion, the
played like veterans tonight"
Freeman, a redshirt senior
Dukes' record
12-game skid
guard, \ed that second half. The
came to an
Wa\nesboro native shot 5 of 6 from
Monday
end.
the floor, including a momentum
With b:4<» Delaware 64
swinging 3-pointer from the Duke
74
JMU
to play, MadDog logo at half court with two 9ecison's Daniel
ondson the shot dock 1108 into the
Freeman hit a pamper to give JMU second period. Freeman also went 9
a 55-53 lead over Delaware. It was of 12 from the free throw line.
the furthest into a game the Dukes
Ik' * Ml \ I expect to make that
had led since Jan. 7 when they were shot," Freeman said of his half-court
up 63-62 against
3. "That's how I
Towson
with
was taught I v
11:32 to plav
tTvthingvouput
JMU never
up, you put up
relinquished its
with awifidence.
advantage, pullIf s the shot you
ing away skiwly
dream of."
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tically good free
20 of 27 from the
throw shooting,
9-3.16-4
charity stripe en
defense and Freeroute to snootVCU
8-4.15-6
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ing 74.1 percent
Old
Dominion
&-4.16-7
performance to
fmm the line in
beat
Delaware
the half. For the
Northeastern
8-4.13-8
74-64 in front of
game, JMU shot
Drexel
6-7.12-12
a sparse 3,205,
61 percent (due
Monday night at
Towson
to a 40 percent
6-7,10-12
[MU Convocaperformance
Georgia State
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tion Center
in the first*,
William A Mary 2-10,7-14
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which is what
working
hard
the IXikes were
Delaware
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all year for this,"
shooting as a
1-12,4-17
Freeman
said.
team
coming
"We were due."
in — the worst
That might
percentage in
be an understatement.
the CAA. Monday, JMU's last 12
Coming into Monday's Colo- scores were free throws.
nial Athletic Association matchup,
the IXikes (4-17,1-12 CAA> wen- m
see WIN, page 10
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In this v.,ir's ilass. there were
many family ties. This aspect
helped in the process, but did not
influence any of the scholarship
divisions. Matthews said.
Hi-suit's IHid/ik. another player
with family ties to |MU tootball is
wide receiver Rockeed McCarter.
whose brother Rodney was wide
safety and kick bkwrking speaalist
from 2001 -'(H and was a member
Of the I hikes' 2004 1-AA National
Championship team.
Also joining the team are the
brothers of rising junior fullback
Marvin Brown, Ronnell (defensive end) and Donnell (fullback).
As for next year, Matthews has
high hopes for the Dukes.
"Every year our goal is to win
the national championship," the
Dukes' seventh-year coach said.

9, 20061 8

JMU ends 12-game losing streak,
Freeman scores 20 in second half

WOOD

When
National
Signing
Day was .ill said and done last
Wednesday. JML football coach
Mickey
Mat- c«wOk«ll
thews and his rOOOMII
start were able
If sign 24 players. I Ins included
23 high sehix'lers and a tumor
college transfer, who is already
an enrolled student at JML
I his .lass is not as large as List
year's group, which consisted of
2f> recruits, but this class contained
something the other did not —
quarterbacks.
I^st year, JMU only had two
ijuarterbacks. |unior Justin Rascati
and redshirt freshman Rodney
Landers. The Dukes will go into next
season with four quarterbacks.
The recruits are highly tout*d Kdtfa McFhanon from New
font) and Drew Dudzik, son of
former JMU quarterback Mike
Dudrik(lW8-'80X
'They can both run and
throw/ Matthews said.
Theae qualities are something
that it is easy to find in plavers.
those who can throw and those
who CM run, but not both, Matthews said. He hopes that the competition between these two will
help them become better players.
JMU has always had success
with in-state recruits, and this war
WtSnOCttffeitnt Eighteen of |MU's
nvnuts are from Virginia. Some of
the "out-of-towners" that could
make an immediate impact are
previously mentioned Mcl'her-on
and Sean Price fmm Maryland.
Mi Pherson v\ as the No. 3-rated quarterback in \ew |erse\ .is
.i senior, anording to Kiwis, com.
He accumulated more than 3,000
rushing and 3,1 KK) passing yards
dunng his high school career.
The Baltimore Player of the Year,
I'niv. is ,i two-time All-State performer and uas ranked among
the (op X) nl.urrs in Maryland

FEB.

Dukes snap out of it

Dukes sign two
quarterbacks,
one Ju.Co. transfer
•\ SrtnirN
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Men's
Basketball

Dim's Basketball
CAA Standings
Conf J Overall

Dukes senior guard Daniel Freeman scores 2 of his team-high 24 points In Monday
night's conference win over Delaware that snapped JMU's 12-game losing streak.

Tarr moves up ladder
Sophomore claims
No. 1 spot on
men's tennis
■v

JOHN CALIF

S£NKW V\ |

Sophomore Jesse Tarr has solidified his status on the JMU men's tennis
team and earned
the respect of his
teammates after
playing at the \u
2 spot as a freshman to playing at No. 1 now — and
he's not kioking back.
larr picked up a tennis racquet for
the first time some \5 war- ago and
has not put if down since HiMnitial inspiration for his .ithleii, detemunauon
came undeniably from his mother
"My mom is 5(>-some-odd-vears
old and she runs eight miles at three in
the morning ivn dav and has done
it for 20 years.' Ian-said. "Her (work
ethic| is |ust unparalleled by anyone."
With that kind of mobvabon and
upbringing, larr has attacked the
court at practice, played his heart out
k«r his teammates and refused U < si. >v\
down in the off-season
"I've seen 100 percent impnrve-

Men's
Tennis

ment |from larr,," sophivnore t'arltn
Campbell said. "He practiced and
worked out more than anyone else did,
\ k* doesn't haw that much of a weakness and he's gotten much quicker."
As a freshman last season, Tarr went
*Mh in singles pla\ alter being tu>*ed
into the fire prematurely, due to senior
k»hn Snead going down with a seasunending shoulder injury In doubles plav,
larr had the tpportunirv to be paired
with seruor mentor David Emery, the
dearcut No. 1 player m the JMU team
who transferred In mi Virginia Tech — a
very strong tennis pmgram.
'1 can't say enough about |Emeryl" larr said. "Off the court he made
even effort to spend time with me. On
the oiurt. if he saw something I a>uld
do better, he'd tell me and I'd take |the
ad via* | and go with it because I knew
he'd been successful. He was a great
nJe model and I wouldn't be where I
am now without having him around."
Along with linen,. who remains
with the team as an assistant coach
this season, head coach Steve Secord
proved to be a motivating faeti* by
putting his trust in him early on as a
freshman and beforehand in the recruitment process.
Snead, a good fnend and felkiw
Richmond native, told Secord about
Tarr having sem him play in junior
tournaments hack home. TM hookup

|\nil gfl ami uhik' larTadiusted to college hte, he quickly gained expenence
at the a>llegiate level.
"There's no way I expected to play
at No. 2 coming in as a freshman."
Ian said. "It was a lot of pressure.
C rrtain guvs in obtain spots need to
step up and I knew I needed to step
up. Coach and I are really dose — he's
like a father figure and a coach, but
also a friend. He knows I put a lot of
pressure on myself to succeed, not for
iiulnuhi.il purposes at all, but more
because I want my guys to rely on me
and for me to aunt on them [and for
us to do well). We just want to win."
Tarr was an integral player in the
. Dukes' first two victories of 2006, as
he served up match-winning victones in both of his singles bouts against
< So nrtf >wn and Cieorge Washington.
"He has already beaten two guys
this year that he k*st to last year, Stvord said. "I "hat's a quantifiable way to
measure |his progress!, which is hard
in tennis because [stats] sometimes do
not show that"
[IviuopLnerMiu'iilHiiedln-iikkh
SMUdael man Ofi ienrge Washington and Oiitry ut Davidson. FoUowing
the victory over Chitty, Tarr went en to
beat Davidson's No. 1 Simihainan in
three sets to daim the Washington &
1m Invitational CKimpmnship back on
Syt II In tlvsanie tmmament, larr

('AKl H.YN WAIShSUimuwphotograph,.

Sophomore Jesse Tarr hits a forehand during
practice earlier this week. Trie sophomore won
the Washington and Lee Invitational In Sept.
made it to the chairmanship match with Snead in doubles
play, but came up short against Davidson 9-7.
With the spnng season just getting underway, Tarr will
ainhnue to trv to lead by example, knowing that his teammates have amfidence in him.
"He always aimes through in the clutch in big matches," Campbell said. "He's always been a great awnpetitor.
And we always knew he was going to be good."

Ronnell Brown- DE
Jason Dosh- TE
Drew Dudzik- QB
Eugene Holloman- RB

JMU gets ready for road

Rockeed McCarter- WR
Keith McPherson- QB
John Meyer- PK
Arthur Moats- DE

Second-place
Dukes travel to
Drexel, Towson

Brandon Monroe- DL
Charlie Newman- Athlete
Sean Price- RB
Jonas Rawlins- Athlete
Jamaris Sanders- CB
Theo Sherman- OL/DL
Dominique Smith- DT
Jamal Sullivan- RB
Quintrel Thomas- DE
Marcus Turner- WR/DB
Arthur Walker- OL
Griff Yancey-WR

BY (AMIS IRWIN
>I\IOP wpniB

1 he JMU women's basketball
team is starting to find that momentum reallv is everything.
The Dukes went through
the first half nt (anuarv in what
coach Kenny Brooks called a
'two-week hiccup," with threostraight Sundav road losses to
HoNtra, Delaware and Did Dominion. llu'V split their tirst six
games of the month and fell into
I logiam in the middle of the
conference standings
"A few weeks ago we
might have been a litlle down
on ourselves," junior center

Meredith Alexis said.
I wo weeks later, the Dukes
are sky-high.
|MU mils into its final allmad weekend of the season Friday night »n Philadelphia on the
strength of I tour-game winning
streak that has
catapulted the
Dukes (16-4,
S-3) into .i tutor
MGond Friday
place in the
JMU al Drexal
Colonial Ath- 7 pm
letic AsMHl.l
Daskalakis AthHon. Lach win NrtK Cantar
came against
teams with winning records, including a 65-57 win over then lh3 Delaware last Sunday and a 734^ harnhumer against William k
Vl,ir\ two weeks ago
"We'n1 teeling good," |unior
shooting guard l«.lev Dickinson
said "Sunday was a game we had
been looking forward to since the

Women's
Basketball

buzzer sounded at their place last
month. I think we're confident in
the way we're playing."
It's with good reason. JMU
began its current win streak
by allowing only 35 points to a
scrappy North Carolina-Wilmington squad, then blew the I nbe
out of the gym by 24 points. Last
weekend the Dukes handled Virginia Commonwealth as all five
•tattari scored in double figures,
then dispatched the Blue Hens
with second chance points and
good rebounding.
W, n doing the little things
we want to do." Alexis said. "We're
playing excited. Those wins have
IV itten us back on track."
I he momentum could very
well carry through the end ol
the regular season. With seven
games remaining before the
CAA tournament, JMU finds
snr ROAD, page 10
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Caile While. Eitlitur
Jill Yaworski. Assistant Editor
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Dance concert to present seniors' best work in '18 Ways to Fame' if you've been
Performance promises to
showcase familial attitude
among student dancers
■Y JlU VAWOKSkl
ASSISTANT A&t EDITOR

With their dance careers looming in the near future,
the 18 seniors of the JMU dance department are showcasing their talent in "18 Ways to Fame," the annual senior dance concert this weekend.
Senior dance and IDLS ma)or Undsey Rutherford
said the concert will be layered with humorous under-

times, while also earning .1 sentimental feeling. "As
seniors, this is oilf In-st work," said Rutherford. "The
concert is composed of different pieces that reflect tinlast four years of our lives as dance majors."
Each senior in the concert has the chance to present
a choreographed group piece or perform a solo or dance
with another senior Kutnerford took the opportunity to
showcase .1 piece she choreographed 1 ailed "Cascade,"
w huh she dttcriba .»s 1 moduli Ivncal dance.
"I've always been inspired by expression and movement coming tn>m the heart," said Rutherford. "'Cascade'
uses lots oi dancing in unison and partner dancing."
Other siniors tixik a different approach. Senior
dance and IDLS man T Sara Moke is dancing in a comedic duet with senior Jess Burgess.
"We do wacky stuff in our dance," Moke said.
"It's a spoof on the dance program in general. It's
funny and entertaining."

The seniors began preparing for the concert before
Winter Break and nave been practicing ever since. According to faculty adviser Cynthia Thompson, "18 Ways
to Fame" is more than |ust a concert.
"This is very important to the seniors because it
is closure," said Thompson. "The dames represent
their growth as dance artists."
Each year the number of seniors in the program
increases and the work gets progressively stronger,
Thompson said. Most impressive is the fact that the entire production, including publicity and tech positions,
was prepared by the seniors themselves.
"I only give feedback on costumes and choreography," said Thompson. "This is their concert. They
built it from the ground up."
"18 Ways to Fame" will be performed on Feb. 10
and 11 at 8 p.m. in Godwin Hall's Studio Theatre. General admission is $6 or $3 with a JAC Card.

sec BATTLE, page 12

see DVD, page 12

BY TOM BEPPLER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

set CLOONEY. page 12

KYLh COLEMAN'staffphxavaphfr

Sparky's Raw (abovo) was the crowd favorite at the Music Industry Association's Battle of the Bands, hosted by
Malnstreet Bar & Grill Tuesday night.

The Clash

Genres converged at Battle of the Bands at Main Street Tuesday
All of the bands that plaved at
Mainstreet are unsigned talent hoping to eventually be recognized by
label exea and industry know-it-alls.
While some bands conform to invisible punk and metal codes by strictly
aligning with the underground, most
of these bands have one thing in
mind: making it big. And making it
big, as the band Hotspur maintains,
does not mean "selling out." What it
really means is working harder than
every other band, whether it be in
practice, promotion or live shows.
Hotspur traveled hum the University
of Man. land to make the gig, and has been
ttHinng constantly for a year. But reality hit
the quartet all too soon as morning classes
and work, or both, chased thoughts of the
killer set they just performed. The show was
not in vain, though. ITaving at Battle of the
Kinds meant beating out many other groups
that never passed the applicatMm process.
The band applications and press
kits were due Jan. 20. On Jan. 25, |udges
met for a blind listening and voted six

Indecisive punks, metal heads and
emo kids not sure whether to head bang
or stand around, eventually warmed up
to a variety of bands Tuesday nieju -»s
different musical genres clashed in the
Music Industry Association's first ever
Battle of the Bands competition at Main
street Bar & Grill.
Many of the si* bands — The Normal
Detour, Hotspur, The Novelties, Annie's
Tragedy, Sparkv's Flaw and Scott Norns — wen' not unknown to the CKHVdt
thanks to a broad network ot visibililv In
fact, the event ctwld have been named the
"Battle of the MySpace Bands." The MM
Internet forum is able to generate music
buzz without record company help. With
the digital revolution, bands ROM Kwt
access to free promotion thmugh Web
sites, downloads and mp3 distribution
However, every band knows that reputation ultimately lies in thmwing down on
a raucous live performance.

BY LISA RONEY
STAff WRTTtR

bands into the competition. Four local
musu gurus — Steve Van Dam, owner
of IX*jo Productions; Joel Mills from Music Today; and radio personalities Ryan
O'Bnan and McNamara — judged the
event based on various criteria.
Sparky's Flaw, a cross between Jack
Johnson and Dashboard Confessional, took
home top pnze, which included six free
hours of studio time at Dojo Productions
$1(1) from SOS Advertising, a $50 gift certificate from the Guitar & Amp Center and a
guaranteed show back at Mainstreet. All of
the band members are either 20 or younger,
and displayed exactly what |udge Mills
was looking for the most — an "infectious
charisma." In addition. Mills said the most
important component of a band is the lead
singer because they come to represent the
identity and attitude of the band.
Describing themselves as being
heavily influenced bv "Mr. Roboto,"
Sparky s I lays combined teenage energy tempered with an uncharaiiens

David Strathairn
delivers spot-on
performance

■YZACH BEARD
CONTRIBUTING WROTH

Special features
come on two
separate discs
Ifs rare that comedy DVDs
come with two discs filled with
special features. "Waiting..." does
all it can to break that stereotype.
The DVD is as crass, vulgar
and crude as the him itself. Even
the interactive menus, though
brilliantly constructed, find ways
to gross out the audience. Along
with the feature film, the first disc
comes with 13 deleted scenes (all
worth taking a look at), over 10
minutes of out takes < which aren't
nearly as funny as they could be),
and "That Little Extra," a 20-minute documentary that is a more
condensed version of the featurelength commentary 'The Works"
included on the second disc.
Disc two is where the real juicy
stuff is. The Works" is an 82-rninute look at all aspects of the movie
that is appealing to everyone, not
just technical geeks. Intimate, raw
interviews with much of the cast
and crew are showcased. Sadly,
the film's two main (and funniest)
stars, Ryan Reynolds and Anna
Fans (both from "Just Friends" ^
aren't featured. Everyone involved
is so good at being sarcastic that
you can't see the boundary between when they're joking and
when they're being serious, especially when they start bashing each
other. Audition tapes for many of
the smaller role actors are included.
Comedian Dane Cook is featured so much throughout the
documentary that you'd think he
was in the movie for more than
the five minutes he dominated
the screen. Everything from the
first draft of the script to where
the actors hung out after a hard
day's work was discussed. The
brutal honesty and sincerity captured on this feature is a commodity; vou don't often get directors saying there was someone
better for the part than the actor
they eventually ended up with,
or (he actors talking about (he
occasional fnction that rose between two people on the set.
A fun feature included with
"The Works" is the optional additional commentary VOU can watch
by clicking the select burton on
your remote everv time a hot dog
appears on the comer of the screen.
Tnis will take you to a scene commentary with the actor talking on
a split screen. It's a fun break D0OI
the intervieyvs, and afterwards
it takes you right back to where
you left off on the documentary If
you don't want to watch the commentaries while watching 'The
Works," but still want to see what
the actors have to say, all the commentaries are by themselves in a
feature btled "Side I>ishes."
"Sending it Back: The Real Dish
on Waiting Tables" spends 10 minutes with three actual long term
waiters (those who'have worked
more than five years as a server)

Oooney's latest
combines
civics lesson,
entertainment

George Clooney's "Good Night,
and Good Luck" is a PG-rated
black-and-white movie about journalism that runs 90-or-so-odd minutes (a decidedly un-sexy length
compared to the sprawling "Kongs"
and "Namias" popular right now).
As a film, it is also is provocative,
intelligent, socially and politically
relevant and, we might as well say,
riveting. Judging by the picture's
paltry $26 million gross after 18
weeks in release, it is the best film
you haven't seen.
"Good Night, and Good Luck"
is set in the early 1950s and dramatizes the growth of two essentials
of the day: the burgeoning world
of broadcast journalism — our epicenter here is CBS News — and the
persistent spreading of anti-Communist fervor. The latter was aided
in no small part by U.S. Senator Joseph McCarthy of Wisconsin, who,
capitalizing on a national paranoia
*TTWR> WniSfce" a rrame tbt himself, spearheaded a congressional
witchhunt aimed at smoking out
the Pinkos who had infiltrated the
U.S. government. (The film might
even have been subtitled, "How the
Term 'MeCarthyism' Came to Be").
What McCarthy did not count
on, though, was the prowess of the
independent news media of the
time. CBS reporter Edward R. Murrow (played by David Strathairn,
"Missing in America") and his producer Fred Friendly (played by
George Clooney, "Syriana") raise
eyebrows at the senator's actions,
airtd the journalistic urge to take a
Stand aniioun.es itself.
As the crusade against McCarthy gets underway, Murrow and
Friendly are met with resistance
ranging from the political to the
corporate to the commonsensical
— thev remain adamant and undeterred. Murrow uses his influential news program "See It Now"
to defend a man who had been

'Waiting,'this
DVD is great
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EXPERIENCE THE POWER OF LIGHT
At L'Idee Medical Spa
OFFERING THE BEST IN LASER TECHNOLOGY AND SKIN CARE

STyle
Day Spa and Salon

Open House
Sunday February 12th lpm-4pm

LEVULAN PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY
SEVERE ACNE
ACTINIC KERATOSIS AND SUN DAMAGE

LASER HAIR REDUCTION
INTENSE PULSE LIGHT THERAPY
PIGMENTATION DISORDERS

LASER TREATMENTS FOR ROSACEA,
PSORASIS & BIRTHMARKS
MICRODERMABRASION AND
CHEMICAL PEELS
COMPLETE SKIN SARE PROGRAMS
MINERAL MAKE-UP
ITS YOUR LIFE AND IT CAN LOOK SO GOOD
COME IN, BEGIN TODAY - CALL 437-1296
www.lideemfdicalspa.com

Spa Treatments
Massage
Nads
Facials

Hair Services
Relaxation Awaits You!
Mon, Wed, Fri 10 am-6 pm
Sat 10 am -2 pm
Food Lion Shopping Center
Port Republic Rd.
Harrisonburg, Va
(540) 574-0808
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WIN: Dukes break losing streak;
defeat Blue Hens at Convo Monday
WIN. from page 8
"Coach Keener emphasizes it with 50 free throws
a day;" Freeman said. "It's just a matter of confidence
for us to step up and knock them down."
At the half, no one would have thought a JMU
comeback possible. Delaware (6-15, 2-11 CAA)
had an 11-point lead courtesy of senior forward
Harding Nana and junior guard Calvin Cannon,
who went a combined 9of 11 from beyond the arc.
Cannon would not score after the intermission
in.i Nana finished with a game-high 25 points.
Nana only scored 7 points in the second period
due to a Dukes' man-to-man defense that held the
Blue Hens to 23 points after the break — even if
Delaware coach Dave Henderson disagrees.
"I've never seen anything like this," the suthvear coach said. "I have no explanation. We just
tell apart for no reason. It's the two-headed monster. We plav against man every night. It was just
what we were doing, throwing the ball away. It
didn't have anything to do with the defense. It
was all us.
'This is the low-point of my career. I can't explain it. It seemed like a doud went over the court."
The Dukes hope that cloud hangs around a
little longer as the Tribe of William & Mary visit,
Saturday. The last time the two teams met, Wil-

liam & Mary (7-14, 2-10 CAA) handed JMU a 8668 loss Jan. 28 in Williamsburg.
"We finally didn't get the short end of the
stick," Madison senior point guard Jomo Belfor
said. "We got the long end."
Delaware
JMU

41 23 — M
30 44 — 74

Delaware — Harding Nana 6-13 8-11 25, Herb
CoarUwy 2-4 1-3 5, Henry Olawoye 1-1 002, Zaire
Taylor 0-3 2-2 Z Rulon Washington 4-7 2-214, Calvin
Cannon 4-5 0012, Sam McMahon 0-5 0-0 0, Raphael
Madera 1-2 0-0 2. Matt Hewson 1-2 00 2. Totals 1942 13-18 64.3-pointers: Nana 5-9, Courtney Ol, Taylor 0-3, Washington 4-5, Cannon 4-5, McMahon 0-3.
JMU — Kyle Swanston 2-3 00 5, Juwann James 5-10
3-313, Chris Cathlin 04 03 0, Jomo Belfor 2-6 8-1013,
Daniel Freeman 6-10 10-16 24, David Cooper 1-3 1-4
3, Joe Posey 0-100, Lewis Lampley 1 -100 2. Gabriel
Chami 001-2 1, Colbey Santos (W) 00 0, Ray Barbosa
4-10 3-413. Totals 21-48 26-42 74.3-pointers: Swanston
1-2. Belfor 1-1, Freeman 2-5, Posey 0-1, Barbosa 2-4.
Records: Delaware (6-15, 2-11 CAA), JMU (4-17,
1-12 CAA)

$1 Sushi
11am 2pm
Mon-Fri

™

™

/\ Japanese S
Steakhouse & Sushi Bar

c?

Our expert Kyoto chefs prepare,

ROAD: Dukes take to
road for Friday, Sunday
ROAD, from page 8
itself playing six teams in the
bottom half of the conference
standings before its highly-anticipated showdown with Old
Dominion March 2 at |MU Convocation Center. Still, Brooks has
driven a one-at-a-hme mentality
into his players and the Dukes
aren't looking ahead.
"We know it's coming, but
we can't look too far ahead,"
Dickinson said. "It's evident
especially this season that any

team can win on any given day.
You can't go into anyplace and
expect them to hand it over to
you. You have to throw the first
punch."
Statistics show when the
Dukes throw the first punch,
it's usually a haymaker. JMU is
13-1 this season when leading at
the half, something they'll look
to do when thi-v pl.n rrkU) M
Drewl (10-10, 5-6). And if there's
one player who will certainly be
up for the weekend road tnp, it

will be Alexis, a Hanover Township, Pa., native.
"I can't wait for Drexel because I've got a lot of fnends that
go to Temple and schools in the
area," Alexis said. "These games
are huge for us because we have
to keep going."
The Dukes and Dragons tip
off at 7 p.m. JMU finishes the
road trip with a Sunday matinee
against Towson (7-13, 2*9) at 2
p.m. The Tigers have lost eight
straight.

JMU's Fowler honored as
CAA Swimmer of the Week
Junior Josh Fowler of the
JMU men's swim team was
named Colonial Athletic AsU 'nation Swimmer of the
Week Tuesday for the week
ending the Uth.
Fowler swept his individual events last weekend against
William & Mary and Davidson. He earned first-place
finishes in the 100-yard backstroke, the 100-yard butterfly,
the 200-yard backstroke, and
was part of the winning 200-

yard medley relay team.
Fowler
has
21
first-place
finishes
this sea-

time against Old Dominion Jan.
21, and bested that time Saturday at JMU's home meet.
Fowler's 200 and 100 backstroke times are in the top
three in the conference, and
his butterflv time is in the top
10 in the CAA.
The JMU swim teams will
head to George Mason University Feb. 22 to 25 for the CAA
Championships. The Dukes
will have a chance to avenge
January's 2-point loss to ODU.

variety
of events.
Fowler
swam the
100-yard
for the first

from appetizer to entree, your delicious
dinner at authentic teppan yakl tables.
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Now hiring for the
2006-2007 Academic Year:

*l
MIRING

Service Coordinators

LIFEGUARDS & WATER ATTENDANTS

Coordinate the service-learning needs of students, faculty, and community agencies
through classroom visits, community agency contacts, and student placement and
reflection sessions.

We will train!
Stop In or Call Today (540) 289-4939
Got application online @ www massresortjobs com
Resort also HIRING full & part-time - year-round jobs

ASB Coordinators
Facilitate student leadership development and logistics of the JMU Alternative Spring
Break Program. Candidate must have led a JMU Alternative Spring Break or similar
experience.

ser^
IT Coordinator
Facilitates technology needs of students, faculty and staff within the Community
Service-Learning Office through maintaining the Community Service-Learning Web Site
(www.jmu.edu/csl); databases; educating CS-L staff to use information technology.

,B.
Federal Work Study Assistant
This position will assist with the facilitation and coordination of Federal Work Study
students providing administrative and program assistance to the Director of
Community Service Learning.

V
Applications are available on the CS-L website at
www.jmu.edu/csl
and are due 5pm on February 22 in Wilson 201.
'

i

Wc? have spaces availably-"
the?i|' re not \\erc to stai|
firing roomates and friends
to sign up ttfdau,!

| Go lo www.ihebreeze.orn/cUissifwds to post to read classifieds and more!
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MARRIM) t (II PI I- lo live and work
I)!' DKVON LANK 3 BR/I.S Balh
Hardwood Flusirs
Sliivc. refrigerator,

FOR RENT

dishwasher,
KURNISHEO

TOWNIIOtlSI

Bedroom, 23 Hath, lurnishctl. Washer/
Orscr I-room still aviiliMc Tor female
Madison Square Sivyitionth 578-OSIO
TOWNHOUSE

II CT ) h.r. 2 andhnlf

baths Large pmate Deck. $285 each. No
Pen (5401433-2221 August Furnished.

I'm .ild)
month

baths

Deck

PLACE.

3

Furnished

BH

2

UNIVERSITY PLACE.
2 BR. 2
baths
And Den
Furnished
$350
Tamils neighborhood.

students preferred
HOUSE

MS

RD. 4-

bedrooms. I-den. 2-living rooms. 3 baths.
2 kitchens

$700/
421-9700

2-baths.
ethernet.
doors, parking, porches,

hardwood
568.306R

.'II MIL

large

yard.

.illcr

CAMPDIII

June 1. 200*

STREET

Yearly lease

a.jilable

at local business Husband will have part

$975/monlh

lo wehjmuedu'ocl/listings.htm. IMl

time rcsponsibililv Wife with full time

$299i

responsibilities

exclusive MTV

(540)

433-2271

official site

HUNTERS RIDOE. 2BR/2Bath suite.

.

for off-campus housing,

roommates, and furniture

Great for

advertising sublets. rentals(434)8l 7-0721

Quiet area at hack of complex Completely
ASIIBY

washer/dryer,

disposal.

ROOM Avail May I female $335/mo.

Ethernet hook-ups in each room. On

* mil., w/ pool. gvrn. prkg Walk hike to

bus line and within walking distance to

stores, campus. 540-476-1432. Soo/ie.

dishwasher,

mo Available 8/1/06 (540) 421-9700

433-4047.

CROSSING-RENT

office and marketing skills
background

RENTALS Go lo svvvw ifoundthi. net

LAROE 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT.
MADISON MANOR 3-BIDROOM.
MKiilin-i'ii. \v I) in unit.
Available
Aug

$650/month

7085

or

(540)

289-

gplalTKaadelphia.net

washer/dryer,

dishwasher,

immediate availability
on

8/17/06.

133 MARYLAND AVE. Two Kitchens.

,

3-Bath. 4-5 Bedroom,
Pool Table
1/4 mile from campus SllSO/month
,540, 2.9-70.5. gpf^T.uadelphiane,

APARTMENT.

AKtiE

almost

$535.

new.
no

Q^

Close
to
campus.
, „_.:,
...
, ., ,„
good condiiiiiii. At. dvdiLibe 7/1 or
«,„_ „„ ^ ^ ^ ,„.„„

$1250. August. 433-2221.

-/'
$250/day

No

experience

necessary

Training

(800)965-o520

BU213

Make

taking

online,

$75

surveys

(ietPaidlolhink.com

FUN

IN

wanted
"Will

THE

in

SUN'

North

(rain."

Apply

Lifeguards

Myrtle
no

Beach.

experience

www nshslifcguards com

LIFEGUARDS&POOI.SI PI KvlsoKs
Premier Aquatics

is

now

Supervisors
VA
are

around

the

area.
Lifeguard
required, however

available

or to set up an interview please call
our HR department al (703)426-1406.
PKI.Mlt.K4ll.

COM

WAITRESSESS
NEEDED
No. 2. E Market Si Apf.lv

JesT
Within

AC AC Summer Camp in Charlottes* illc,
VA
is looking for 2006 Camp
Counselors.
Call Sarah at (434)
978-PEAY

for

more

information

BE A DELI. REP
EARN $12/
HR Make your own hours and
gain

Most Student Friendly Businesses

Best Hangouts
BestoftheBest
AND MORE!

amazing

experience

Position

Go

Repnation convdcll

to:

starts

for

resume'

your

immediately
to apply

beach
seen

partie

on

I-I0047M3II

ACAPULCO.

JAMAK7

Spring Break Panama City From $199
Inn' Free Party Package. Food at MTVi
Party Tenl? Bahamas Cruise J299. Daytot
$P9. Cancun, Acapulco. Nassau 1599

Summer

HEAD

K00-ft79-63tM

4-MONTH

Rentals,

Studen

seahreerciralty.con

l-lS2l2M-fi^H
Spriat Break 2M6: SuaSpUsk Tour*
The Experts Running Spring Break
Saice 1981. Hottest Destinations- Biggest
Parties, Book your Trip al the lowest
Price. Prices from S2M
vmw sunsplashtours.com
I-8O0-426-77I0

Hulldo/crv Backhocs.
Loader*. Ihimp Trucks.
Graden, Scrapers,
Excavators
Train in Virginia
Next Clau: Nov. 7ih
-National Unification
-Financial AM manic
-Job Placement Awutance
800-M3-73M
Associated Training Services

Advertise

—nYiE.wn-¥hm.h.-iHn

SERVICES

ONLINE!
Students are online
ALL the time. So
what better way to
advertise then online
with The BreezeV.

Traffic Ticket?
Come to Driver
Improvement Class in
Harrisonburg on
Feb. 18 or March 4

Contact:
the_breeze@jmu .edu
for more info
(and ask about our
10% discount!)

call: 540-350-4716

Hull' your roommate*?
Need new ones?
Post your classified todaj
Want to check out till'
in gel rid nl your room!
classifieds online?
Co to the classified sectionBfjo,,, „„,, „„.,,,,,,-,,
.it www ihi'hi\u':c org\

IS SPIRITUALITY PRACTICAL.INVESTIGATE .... ON THE WEB
This book has changed millions offfves $roun<\
the world- Whether looking for better health
4 well-being or seeking life's deeper meaning,
this inspired book can enrich your life!!
Available at bookstores, libraries, Christian Science
Reading Rooms or call locally to order a copy: 289-5154.

Check out The Breeze webpage to cast your vote!
^tvver E^.

uvADo you have a desire to work in a creative and
challenging setting with a group of motivated, highly
capable students? Would you like to work with 40 other
dynamic college students from all over the country in an
innovative, educational setting?

THE FRESHMAN

Cms

COUNCIL PRESENTS THE FIRST

MONDAY, FEBRUARY

13

7PM
DOORS OPEN AT 6:30f>M

GRAFTON-STOVALL THEATRE
Then THIS is the job for you!
Come join the residential counselors of the
2006 Summer Enrichment Program.

Applications are available on our website at
http://curry.edschool.virginia.edu/go/enrich
Application Deadline - March 1, 2006
Employment Dates - June 18,h through August 5,h,
2006
For further information you can reach us at
(434) 924-3182 ♦ 264 Ruffner Hall
curry-sep@virginia.edu

Rea

www. SpringBrcaklravel.con

CANCUN.

Northern

Please visit our website to

WWW

needed'

ccrhtications
training is

complete an online application at www.
premier4ll com For more information

As

World. Road Rules' On campus rep

accepting

applications
for
Lifeguards,
Pool
Managers. Swim Instructors and Area

events,

celebrities.

NAGS

potential

provided

Includes meals, taxes, entry u

SpnngBreal Travel com

IELP WANTED!
IBARTENDING!

with

llkl u
5 Diyj Fron

Beachfront Rooms at Boardwalk. Holidr
HEAVY EQUIPMENT
OPERATOR
I RAINING MIR
I MPIOYMI Nl

www

Which Places are the Best?

resume

WANTED

433-1569

BEDROOM

Send

I I I I BRITV CRUISE!

PromoCode 31

pets,

or available
(540)

preferred

Business

APT

Sheridan Real Estate (540) 433-7325
location.

Must have computer.

to Bos 2104. Han-isonhurg, VA 22801

tumished Stove, microwave, refrigerator,

(ireal

SPRING

MOVING/LIVING Off CAMPUS? Go

Hburg

9pm.

BAHAMAS

washer/dryer,

campus. Privately owned/managed. $700/

Ouietcr

433-2221 August.
COUNTRY

owned/managed.
Available lt/l/06

Quieter

Location. $250 each 433-2221 August

each.

microwave,

LLI/ABI.TII STREET. 5-BI DROOMS.

291
UNIVERSITY

disposal,

washer & dryer.
On bus-line and
within walking distance to campus

'UK

9, 2006111

tickets on sale NOW for *3 at the University Business Office
(Warren Hall, lw floor) or at the door for *5.
K* HOW MFOMMTON, C0XTKT

FKSXHW CUSS

W

CHRMU K*K

«T XUeaQjW.fW

.„.

HEARTBREAKERs
don't get hurt

^
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CLOONEY: 'Good Night' educates viewers
Powerful screenplay evokes great mood, atmosphere
( LOONl ) ■ mpoK9

rector; his tirst was _?(H»2's "Confessions oi
a Dsngeroju Mind,"1 i biopit about Chuck
Bams, who popularized the game-show
ti>nti.it and claimed to moonlight .is a t I \
assassin rhat film was edg] ind had a kind
of dark underlying humor, but nowhere in
it was an indication oi the thematk weigh)
or depth ( loone\ would rUtVC m StOTS tOT
"Good Night, and Good link
Here Inis magisterial, telling a powerful ttOf)
and evoking great m»w>d and atmosphere
through Robert EtswH'l superb bl.uk-andwhite cinematograph] — the backlighting
of Murrow'a dgarctte smoke against the
newsroom lights is paramount.
Ck-onev mleneits mudl ot his stOT) with
numbers in>m i tan ringer (Dianne Reeves!
and though ihej haven't much to do with Mo
C artln MK. journalism, tk'\ are bnlhant additional vensimilitude and penoil autlmitmU

discharged trom tno United States Arnn
in Mxounl oi In-- father's lubscriptton to
.1 Serbian newspaper He responds in predictabie Etshlon, attacking the credibility of
the newsman and Insinuating Communist
sympathies. I hlnga escalate and casualties
manifest on both sales I hlOUgh it all, there
alts Munow; dragging front Ins omnlpresent cigarette; he is the picture «>i calm, eloquent authority.
The him is bookcndfld b) .»spsex li giv
en by Munow, some time after the events
of the mam stor\. to i roomful »'t journalists; he speaks ot televisions powerful
ability to illuminate and inform, and the
effect is of a magnificent farewell address,
of a great leader extending some invaluable parting words
I his is Qooney'l SCCond BUn as ■ di-

still, as good as these thtngi are, (load
Night, and (,«HKI Luck" would simply not
bo the him it is without Strathairn I performance as Murron Man) students, myself included, will have ne\er seen a Murrow broad, ast, and never read any of his
transcripts, but they will be foinod lit one
agreement upon seeing this film there arc
no Edward R Murrowa today — not on
CNN, not on CBS, not on fox News. Bill
Movers, recently severed trom the Public
Broadcastins 5ervice, might nave been a
contender I his is not a statement ot politics
but ail obeen atton Ol md: the arena of televiaUm news lournalism has descended Into
shouting matches ami red and blue cheerleading camps (thereby iiishtving the term
"arena ), This film seems to re.all i tone
in which journalists reported and viewers
were educated

BATTLE: No blood
shed at tournament
BATTLE, from pa^e 9
ticpttst-eollege indeeision to add
a fcOUChOf Irvitv to their UvCStt
I kMpit* being the winner, there
remains no bad blood between
the bands.
"Union the) [a band| are reaily bad. we fully support other
acts, btOMlOE we're all in it and
all unsigned together." said |oe
Mach, lead Miiger *>l Hotspur,
who. making ■ slight [oil <»t
the notion of heated rivalry between bands, suggested holding
a "BtttMOl the Bands Basketball
Tournament" sometime soon.

While the Music Industry
Assonatum has no plans to
sponsor such a tournament, they
■re in the pnR-ess of conducting
more music-related events.
I he Music Industry Association (MIA) is a |ML student-run organization overseen
by faculty advisers. Phillip
Hernier, president of the IffO*
nation, said that the primary
fbcui oi the organization is tor
music industry majors to gain
real-time experience in the
music field, and to come together with one focus: music.
Annie's Tragedy
was one of the six
bands that competed In Battle
of the Bands on
Tuesday night.
The tournament
was run by JMU's
Music Industry
Association.

KYLE COLEMAN staff pluuonrupHer

DVD: 'Waiting' full of
lewd, intelligent humor
DVD, from page 9
listening to their absurd experiences while working in the restaurant industry. It's the one feature
on this disc worth skipping.
"Waiting..." contains such lewd
content that you hnd yourself feeling bad for laughing at parts, but
the humor is intelligent and the
delivery from the cornedic actors is
so dead-on that you'll hnd yourself
howling throughout the film, which

MADE BEFORE YOUR EYES IN
MERE MINUTES. EATEN AT WHATEVER
PACE YOU DEEM APPROPRIATE.

times in at a fast-paced 94 minutes
Director Rob McKittrick shows the
vibe of being a restaurant employee so well that if you have worked
in food services, you get goosebumps at how accurate the mo\ u
depicts the interactions amongst
employees and guests. Filled with
drugs sexual references and gnissout tactics, "Waiting..." will make
patrons think twice before sending
their orders back to the kitchen.

E X I C A N GRILL
Nat pat big bto Kg fUvan arnqdaba tarn

We Accept
Flex!
For catering & fundraising,
call Alice at (5401-564-1515

It you Iifc* fresh wqrtditnli and unique flavor combinations, you U love Qdoba Mexican Gnll
IMl Un'1 ordinary Mexican fit foods you know, yet with a rutsr that s unforgettable Bes'.otatl tt sail made
fan fresh and right in front of you Come on in and see for yourself What art you going to (ova at Qdoba?"

f Celebrating Our 20th Year 1986-2006
Pre-Season ^GiANT

*™ Bike Sale
Friday & Saturday—February 10 & 11

In Harrisonburg Crossings
Shopping Center
223 Burgess Rd. 540-564-1515
Open Daily 11am- 10pm
Sunday 11am - 9pm

Over 250 Bikes in stock for all types of riding!
Minutes from JMU -South on 42 (South High Street'
1 mile past Super Wal-Mart right en Mar Stree' [Business 42) 2nd p.ace or the left

www molphillbikes com
879-2011
800-MOLEHIL
440 N Main St
Dayton

Burritos art just the beginning. Alto try our lien, soup, chips & dips, and kids meals.

I
I
I

SMALL CHIPS
& SALSA

■ With this coupon, get a small
chips & salsa for only $.99!
'W OHfaaPMW a* ""' "■ IfMalHtf '' ■ tttm

BUY ONE,
GET ONE FREE
Purchase any entree and get X^, i
any other entree of equal or UdCi9tf|
lesser value absolutely FREE! ■-■ " '

'■ -1 1 M . M II- 'I4''-J

; 2-LARGE;
1-Topping pizzas
just

434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.

I

WWW.KANVMUSK.COM • WHAT A UCMD STORI SHOULD II

$14.99

Also add two 20oz cokes
for only $1.99
Limited Delivery Artt Offer NO!
good with my other special.
^

Expires in 30 days

j

! LARGE }

I
1

1

I

l_

l-topping
Pizza

.
|

/ M s / $ /. 9 9

i

Also add two 20oz cokes
for only $1.99

I
■

Limited Delivery Area. Offer NOT
good with any other special

Expires in 30 days

i

j

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizzas.

Show Love...
Offer Hope
Plioto Album-$20. Heart Puatle-Sld. Candle sw $8

540 - 433 - PAPA
(7272)

l/l/e accept Flex!
Store Hours:
10:30am - 1:30am Mon - Thurs
10:30am- 3:30am Fri & Sat
10:30am - 12:30am Sunday

Why call? ORDER ONLINE

www.papajohns.com

For Catering & Fundraising call
Chris (540)255-1813

Fairly Trailed Handicrafts from Around the World

!JI. *•*«•* 9%tft

540.433.4880

MJtO UAOfD HANUKHAMS

5 Min north of camous on Ml Clinton Pike

I

